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Topics to cover:
● A bit on what is a modern-era analog
computer and how it operates

● History of analog computing: rise, golden
age and fall

● Analog computers nowadays: enthusiast
communities and chances for a “scientific”
afterlife
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Analog computer
“Analog” derives from the Greek word
“analogon” which means ‘model’. And that’s
exactly what an analog computer is: A model
for a certain problem that can then be used
to solve that very problem by means of
simulating it.

analogy



  

● Comprised out of modules that are built
out of discrete parts and op-amps 

● The suitable interconnection of modules is
a simulation a real-life problem to solve,
called a program or a patch.

● Input parameters are dialed in by the user
via knobs, are represented with voltages

● Output values are parameters of currents 
in the resulting circuit – voltage,
current etc. This is the solution.

● Solution is measured with electrical
tools: voltmeters, amperemeters,
oscilloscopes etc.



  
Donner 3500 analog computer ~ source: http://www.dvq.com/oldcomp/analog/donner.htm



  

What's good about them

Analog computers are task-specific, e.g.
Built for calculating air streams over
Himalayas, and will do that quickly and
precisely.

More usual case is, though, a computer
designed for a narrow range of uses, but
not for just one single case.



  

What's good about them

Analog computers operate with continuous
analog signal. It will never suffer from
quantization noise introduced by digital
systems' nature. Analog signal is not
stepped, and can have infinite values
between two points => have theoretically
infinite preciseness!



  

What's not
● Task specific

● Still suffer from electrical noise

● Can't recall programs

● Limited output

● Programming them is some kind of wizardry 



  

Analog Computers: the beginning

Fragment of the Antikythera Mechanism ~ by Wikimedia contributor Marsyas



  

Ancient analog computers?

● Rarely have programmable inputs

● Still simulate surrounding processes

● Were used mainly for navigation, time
telling, predicting astronomical events.
Sometimes -  for entertainment.



  

On the left: drawing of Ismail Al-Jazari's castle clock
On the right: an astrolabe



  

The rise
● In the beginning of 1900s, practical usage
of electricity has been evolving quickly

● Mechanical engineering knowledge was still
on its peak and very popular

● Economic and actual wars called for bigger
calculating power than a team of computers
with pens

=> need to build computing machines!

  => the golden age of analog computers!



  

Some examples
● Fire Control System by Arthur Pollen, sold
to and used by the Imperial Russian Navy
in first World War, 1990-1912

● Current calculating boards (AC analyzers),
machines for simulating large, complex AC
networks during planning stage, 1920s

● MONIAC (Monetary National Income Analogue
Computer) – a hydraulic computer modeling
the economic fluxes in United Kingdom,
built by Bill Phillips in 1949



  

Analog everywhere
● During WWII, advanced mechanic analog
computers were used in artillery by all
sides, counterparted by early digital
machines for cryptography

● First electric analog computers were able
to solve differential equations (of any
order potentially) times more quick than
humans and more precise than early digital

● Simulate real-life situations => reached
into such spheres as science, economy,
national security  



  

Usage of advanced analog computers

Deltar – a big analog computer used for
calculating tides around Netherlands



  

Usage of advanced analog computers

● Boeing Flying Superfortress heavy bomber
fire control system is an analog
computer that controls 4 turrets => used
in warfare

● Most big corporations had analog
computers for hard and heavy economics
researching and predictions

● Analog computers calculate integral
equations of high order for scientist



  

Usage of advanced analog computers

● Education on computers is happening on
low-cost easy to comprehend analog
machines, enthusiast circles emerge

● Industrial control of temperature and
other parameters is happening with
thousands of case-specific analog
computers

And so on, and so forth.



  

Digital takes over
● By late-70s, semiconductor producing techs
evolve to the point of cramming a lot of
good enough transistors on a small enough
chip, kickstarting a rolling evolution of
digital computers. Our modern world is a
result of it.

● Digital computers complete simplers
cientific tasks with comparable speed and
precisenes to those of analog computers



  

Digital takes over

● Have to patch a
program every time

● Bulk beasts that
occupy whole rooms

● Operation is weird
scientific magic

● Literally used just
to simulate problems
and solve equations

● Task-specific

● Can load a program
from ROM/tape/cards

● Are becoming smaller
and smaller

● More suitable for
user people

● Communication,
cryptography,
science, gaming etc.

● Multipurpose 



  

By mid 80's,
the only field where analog
computers were still used

was science.

Otherwise, they were out of use.



  

21st century analog

Are analog computers of any use nowadays?



  

What we have:
● Analog computer enthusiast communities

● Analog computer museums

● Another narrow, but extremely interesting
use of analog computers is music: this is
analog modular synthesis.



  

Serge musical syntherizer
system, a “musical analog
computer”

Analog Computer Museum,
Germany



  

Bouncing Ball simulation DIY analog computer by Eric Archer (youtube: EA78751)



  

What we might have?

● Original field of use of analog computers
is science.

● Today's main calculating force for science
are supercomputers

● Are analog computers in any way a rival to
them?

Short answer: YES.   



  

Fastest supercomputer vs Human Brain

Supercomputer:

● Digital computer

● About 93 quintillion
FLOPS (petaFLOPS)

● Draws around 15370
megawatts power

Human brain:

● Analog computer

● Estimated as 38
quadrillion FLOPS

● Needs ~20 watts of
power to operate 

FLOPS ratio: 93/38 ≈ 2.5 times
Power ratio: (15370*10^6)/20 ≈ 758550 times



  

Field for research!
Last week, at the Association for Computing
Machinery’s conference on Programming <...>
Dartmouth College presented a new compiler for
analog computers, a program that translates
between high-level instructions written in a
language intelligible to humans and the low-level
specifications of circuit connections in an
analog computer.

The work could help pave the way to highly
efficient, highly accurate analog simulations of
entire organs, if not organisms.”

“Analog Computing Returns” by Larry Hardesty, MIT news, June 2016



  

Conclusion
● A huge slab of computing history

● Nowadays a creative medium for many people

● Potential green supercomputers

● Exquisite way of computing that shouldn't
be scrapped



  

Thank you for attention
Questions time!

Also, for those who want to read my essay:

astrossoundhell.neocities.org/data/misc/ancomps/

(link goes to my personal webpage)
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